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Abstract. We study the operation of partial commutation in connection with other opcrdlons 
such as partitioned commutation, twin shuffle, intersection and faithful rational transductions. 
From that study we get a very simple characterization for the following famihes of languages: 
MLJLTI-RESET, RNP and Q the family of quasirealtime languages. 
1. Introductios 
Trace languages have been proposed by Mazurkiewicz [ 191 as a tool for describing 
the behaviour of concurrent program schemes. Recently, several papers have been 
devoted to the study of trace languages [2,3, 14, 16,2 I]. By definition, trace languages 
are subsets of a free partially commutative monoid, obtained from a given alphabet 
X’ on which a given concurrency relation C E X x X is defined (see [U, 171). Roughly 
speaking, the concurrency relation indicates the independence between some 
‘actions‘: if (u, 61 E C, then the ‘actions’ a and h may be performed simultaneously. 
Canonically, one can associate to the concurrency relation C, the congruence 
generated by {x~* 5 Y.Y 1 (x, y ) E C) and a trace over the concurrent alphabet (X, C ) 
is au equivalent clasri for that congruence. The operation which links to a word 
IV E X”, the set of the words equivalent to w for that congruence is called, here, the 
partial commutation corresponding to C. In 1211 it is shown that some families of 
languages are closed under partial commutation. 
The aim of this paper is to study that opetstlon in relation with other classical 
operations on languages, particularly, with (faithful) rational transduction. For that 
reason, we introduce the notion of partitioned commutation, a special kind of partial 
commutation (see [IO]). Partitioned commutations are generated by a concurrency 
relation C, defined from a partition 7r of the aiphaoet X in the following manner: 
(Q. b) t Cn if and only if Q and 6 are not En the same class for V. Our results will 
show that partitioned commutation can be viewed as one of the fundamental closure 
operations of language families; however, it is interesting to notice that partitioned 
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commutation WI be expressed 
ism and the shuffle operation. 
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by using classical operations such that homomorph- 
every partial commutation can be factorized into 
partioned commutations and (faithful) rational transductions. From that, we deduce 
that the family MULTI-RESET defined in [7] is the smallest faithful rational cone 
closed.under partial commutation and we obtain new simple characterizations for 
the families of languages Q, defined in [6], BKP (see [S]) and MULTI-RESET. For 
instance, L E MULTI-RESET if and only if there exist two rational languages R and 
K, a partitioned commutation f and a strictly alphabetic homomorphism 11 such 
that L = Mf( .R) n K). 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we retail some definitions that are essential for the understanding 
of this paper (see also [l] and [ 131). 
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N and the set of positive integers 
by LJ.. For a word M’, defined on the alphabet X, /WI is the length of w and 
alph( ~7) -- ( .Y c Xix occurs in w}. 
A homorphism II : A”’ --j Y* is 
- d rcvtmting if it is one-to-one and strict!y alphabetic. 
A mapping T: S” --f 2’ * is a rrctionctl transduction it‘ there exist an alphabet 2, B 
rational l:mguage R c Z”’ and two alphabetic homomorphism:< II : Z* -+ X*, s : Z* 3 
Y” Such that T(w)-=K(II ‘(M%-J R) for all MY A'*. We will write r==~c(nRW~ ‘. 
The r,ltional transduction T Us jhitl!/itl if VW. I’*:, r ‘(w) is finite. The&r the 
homomorphism g can be chosen to be c-limited on R. 
A family of languages ib a (t’aithful) rational cone if it is closed under (faithfui) 
rlational transduction. 
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- q,-,(Y) (respectively %L( 3)) denotes the intersection closed rational cone (respec- 
tively faithful rational cone) generated by 2, 
-~A6P’={LnL’lLE~,L’E~‘}, 
- A?&zf)={h(L)ILE%Y, h is a strictly alphabetic homomorphism), 
- SV-‘(~)={~-‘(L)(LEZ, h is a homomorphism}. 
The shufle operation, denoted by UJ, is defined on X* as follows: Vu, u E X*, 
uulv={u,v, . . . u,,v,,In~l,Ui,ViEX*,UIUz...u,= u, 6, Q . . . v, = v). 
For L, L’E X*, 
LuL’= u El L&J u’. 
ur L.u’t L’ 
Finally, Rat and Alg denote the families of rational and algebraic (or context-free) 
knguages, respectively. For w E X*, iG is the word \I( w), where h is ;he homomorph- 
km defined on X as follows: Vx E X, h( .u) = 2 and Copyd = { ~3 1 w E {a, !I}*}. It is 
easy to verify that Y’l Copyd) = ‘??(Copy), where ~Zopy = ( MW 1 w -c {a, h)*}. 
3. Partial commutaths and partitioned commutations 
Let X be an alphabet. A cwwwrer?q reiahr on the alphabet X is a set C c- 
X x X = {(a, h) 1 a, b E X} such that (;u, ~7) E C implies x f ~7 and (y, x) E C. 
The partial commutution_J corresponding to C, defined on X* as follows: Vu’ E X*. 
.f’( W) is the set of words equivalent to MY by the congruence generated by the set 
(.Q’ = _Y;u 1 (A-, _v) E C). 
For II, 17 E .Y*‘, ( _Y, _Y) E: C we write U.Y~O ~U_Y.W and 5 denotes the reflective and 
transitive closure cf c-*. Then, VW E X”J‘( W) - { ~‘1 w Ad}. Note that .f( W) s C(W), 
the commutative clos(ure of w and that C = {(s, 1’) E x’ x X 1 _Y # _Y, XJJ ~.f(y_x)}. 
A partial commutationSdefined on X* is a k-partitioned (or partitioned) commutu- 
tion if there exists a partition of the alphabet X, 7r = {X,, . . . , X,) such that the 
concurrency relation corresponding to _f is equal to Crr = u), _, ,F.i Xi x &. \ . 
It is easy to verify that, for el’r:ry w E X”, _f( W) = IZ,~W)IJJ - . - u~h,J w), where, for 
i E [ I, k], h, = proj( X, X, ). 
We will denote by f’ (respectively PL ) the set of partitioned (respectively k- 
partitioned) commutations. 
For Y’ a family of languages, 
- PJ ;rC) = {.f( L) 1 L c Y’, j’ is a k-partitioned commutation}, 
- P(Y) = UA .1 PA(Y), 
- Y is ~loseii under partitioned commutation if Y =-= p(Y), 
- v#? denotes the smallest faithful rational cone containing 2’ and closed under 
partitioned commutation. 
Our first result shows that every partitioned commutation can be factorized into 
Z-partitioned commutations. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let f be a k-pcrrtifioned commutarion, with k Z 2. Then there exist 2- 
partitioned commutcztions f,, . . . , Sk_, such that-f = f, ofi0 l l 1 ofk_,. 
Proof. Let 77 = (X,, . : . , X,) be the partition corresponding to f and X = Ur=, Xi. 
Clearly, one can assume that k Z= 3. Let .fi and f be the partitioned commutations 
corresponding to the partitions vi = {X, u l . . u Xk-,, X,} and r’ = {X,, . . . , 
Xk_2,Xk_IuXk} respectively. Let g=proj(X,utz: X,), h’=proj(X,Xk__,uXk) 
and, for i E [ 1, k), hi = proj(X, Xi). In order to show that S= f&#', let us take 
w E X? Then, 
.fr”f’(w)= u (g(u)LUhk(u))=gof)(w)Whk(w), 
I(6 j’(W) 
since 24 C f’< W) implies hk( ti ) = hk( w ). Since g is an alphabetic homomorphism, 
pf’( w) = g:( h,(wlu- - Uhk ,( M’)uJh’(‘w)) 
Thus, f’= j; 0-f’ with _I; E & and f’ E Pk_, and we get the result by induction. Cl 
An immediate consequence of this lemma is the following. 
Now, we will prove anothe; factorization result that shows that every partial 
lzommutation can be simulated by homomorphism, inverse homomorphism and 
partitioned commutation. For that, we state the following lemma the proof of which 
is obvious and is left to the reader. 
Proposition 3.4. Let j‘he u ptrrtiul commutation ouer tile alphabet X. Then, there exist 
LI nrarked homomorphisnl h wd u partitioned commutation _f’ strc-11 that f = h ’ + h. 
Proof. Let C’ c _ A’ x X be the concurrency relation correspondire to_f‘~ln~l 3 = .Y u Y 
where 1’ - (t s. ~‘16 X x X 1 A- f y, ( .I-, _r 1 J C). Let us define +he homomorphism 11 
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on X as follows: V~EX, h(x)=x(x,_q)... (x,Y~) with (y ,,..., y,}= 
{y~Xl(x,y)~ Yj. Let n={A,, . . . , Ak} be the partition of 2 where each Ai is either 
equal to {x} with x E X or equal to {(x, y), (3; x)) with (x, y) E Y, We will denote 
by C, (respectively $) the concurrency relation (respectively partitioned commuta- 
tion) corresponding to IT. It remains to prove thgt f = h-‘+h. It is clear, by 
construction, that, for x, YE X, x+y, h(x)h(y)+-+y)h(x) iff (x,y)~ C. This 
implies, by induction on the length of the diiivation, 
* 
that w SW’ implies 
h(w)* h(w’), hencef(w)G h-‘ofoh for alf WEX*- 
ca 
‘In order to prove the reverse inclusion, let us take w = xu E X* with x E X and 
w’~ h-‘of’0 h( w). Then h(* H _*_ h( w’). We will show, by induction on Iwl, that 1) 
h(w)+++ 
<-7r 
h( w’) implies w 5~‘. 
h( w:) :nd xu_ 
Clearly, h( w’) = ulxu2 with 1~~1~ =0, hence u, = 
7 = h(x)h( wi) with alph(h(x)) n alph( ui j = 63. By Lemma 3.3 we get 
h( 14) * - h( wi)h( wi) and alph(,cl(x)) xalph( u,) c C,. By ttre inductive hypothesis, 
c-77 
we get u &*I; w’ 
* c 
z and, by construction of C,, xwl Awix. 
<‘ 
Hence, w = xu $xw; M’; 
H w;xw; = !#’ a-Id W’f- 
(‘ f(w)* f3 
Now, for every marked homomorphism h : X* -+ (X u Y)*, there exist a rational 
language R = h(X*) and a projection 8 : (X u Y)* + X*, E-limited on R such that 
h = (nR)o@ and h-’ = Oq[] R). 
Corollary 3.5. Let,f be a partial commutation over the alphabet X. T&en there exist a 
partitioned commutation f’, a regular language R and a projection 8 p-limited on R 
such that f = t+(n R)oS’oh = h-++4n R)~&‘. 
Corollary 3.6. Let 26’ be a farnil_y of languages closed under inverse homomorphism 
ad non erasing homomorphism or intersection with u rational language. Tilen 9 is 
closed under partial commutation @ it is closed under partitioned commutation, ifl 
.Y, = PJY). 
Now, we introduce the twin shuffle operation (see [lo, 201) and we investigate 
the links between this operation and partitioned commutations. 
Definition. The twin ShuJZe operation TS is defined on X by TS( w) = WLIJ 6~ where 
K is the barred copy of w and X and x = (2 1 x E X} are disjoint alphabets. 
ForLc_X*,TS(L)=CJ,,,tr TS( w). For example, TS(a”) = (2 E (a, ti}*lluIU = f&J 
and TS((a, b)“) is called the-complete twin shuffle (see [ll. 121). 
Lemma 3.7. For each alphabet X there exist a marked hwomorphism h and a 
Zpartitiorled commutation f such that TS = fo h. 
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Proof. Let X be an alphabet, x = {x 1 x E X} and let h be the homomorphism defined 
on X as follows: Vx E X, h(x) = x2. It is clear that TS =foh, wherefis the partitioned 
commutation corresponding to the partition 7~ = {X, x}. U 
Lemma 3.8. Let f be a 2-partitioned commutation defined on the alphabet X. Then, 
there exists an alphabetic homomorphism 8, linear erasing on TS(X”), such that 
.f = 8oTS. 
Proof. Let n = {X,, X2} the partition corresponding to .f and, for i E [ 1,2], hi = 
proj(X, X,). Let us define 8 on (X u x)* as follows: VXE X,, e(x) =x, e(.%) = E 
and W’x E X2, O(x) = E, e(Z) = X. Then, for every w E X*, e( M:) = h,(w), %( E-i;) = h2( M’) 
and .f‘l~j = h,(w)&,(w) = %(w)&(it,) = e(wu9 = eoTS(w). q 
in view of Corollary 3.6 and of the two preceding lemmas, we immediately get 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.9. Let Y be a faithful rational cone cboxrb under linear erasing. Then, 
jc’ is clo.~d unckr partial ( partitioned) commutatio?: <ff .Y’ is closed under the tM*in 
she file operation. 
Proposition 3.10. Let 3) be a jhithful rationd cme closed under partial (partitioned) 
commutation. Then, CY is closed under the twin sht.#le operatio f: rind under linear erasing. 
Proof. It is clear, from Lemma 3.7. that 2’ is closed under the twin shuffle operation. 
Now, let L c X* be a language in ,[;r and II a homomorphism linear erasing on 
f_. (‘iearly, one can assume that 4 is a projection k-erasing on L for some k E fQ and 
let X, = {x c X 1 II(X) = F}, X2 = X\X, and let rr be the partition {X,, X,}. We claim 
that h(L) = h( L’) where L’=.f( L)\X”XtX* and _f is the partitioned commutation 
corresponding to n. Since II(L) = h(f( L)), we get h(L’) G h! L). For the reverse 
inclusion, let .Y 1; L. Since fsl < k(lh(.u)i+ l), one can find _V c.,~~S)\S*X~X” and 
IO) = hf_~*I ~1 ML’). Now, h is F-limited CM L’E Y, herlce we get I?(L) = h( L’)c 
Y; !-j 
4. Faithful rational transduction, intersection and partitioned commutation 
The partitioned commutations can be represented by homomorphisms and the 
+urIle operatior: and it is well known that a (faithful) rational cone is closed under 
intersection ilf it is closed unl.ter the shuffle operation [ 131. The two following results 
show :he relatiorl between intersection kind partial (or partitioned) commutations 
tar faithful rAonal cones. 
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P;oposition 4.1. Let 2 be a faithful rational cone closed under intersection. Then 2’ 
is closed unaer partial commutation iff copy E 2. 
Proof. If 9 is closed under partial commutation, from Lemma 3.7, 5? is closed 
under the twin shuffle operation and we get Copyd = TS({a, b}*) n {a, b}*{ti, 6}* E 2 
and Copy~ Z’. 
Assume now that Copy~ 2. First, we will show that .Y is closed under the twin 
shuffle operation. Let Lc X *, LC 2. Then, TS( L) = (L&f*) nTS(X*) and, since 
TS( X”) E %r,(Copy) c 2 (see [7, IO]), we get TS( t) E Y. 
Let 7~ = {X,, X2} be a partition of X and f the corresponding partitioned commuta- 
tion. Set 2 = X u X and, for i E [ 1,2], Zi = Xi u %#. Let us define on 2” the following 




is in Oy. 
It is easy to verify that _f( L) = g( L’) where g is khe homomorphism defined on 2 
as follows: KY E X, g(x) = E and g(Z) = x. Since g is &-limited on L’, SC get 
.f‘r L) = g(L’k F. ThuG 9 = P,(9) and, by Corollary 3.6, Y’ is closed under partial , 
commutation. Kl 
Note that this proposition can be helpful for proving that some families of 
languages (for instance, r.e. and cs, the family of context-sensitive languages) are 
closed under partial commutation (see [21]). 
Nov, we will give a necesssary and sufficient condition for a faithful rational 
cone ciosed under partial commutation to be closed under intersection. 
Notation. For a family of languages 9, 
- 2s Y={L,LJL,, L&q, 
- K,(Y) ( %“,( Y’)) denotes the (faithful) rational cone closed under partial commuta- 
tion generated by Y. 
Proposition 4.2. Let 9 be a janlily cf languages chwd under renaming. Then %$(x) 
is hsed under intcmection @.Y l Y s %$( 2)). 
Proof. Since every faithful rational cone closed under intersection is closed under 
prociuct [ 131, V$,( Y) closed under intersection implies 9. 9 G %f,(,Y). 
For the converse, we will show that, if Y’ is a family of languagtt:, closed under 
renaming, then 
(i) P‘(Y) l TTf( Y’) g %$(X l it?‘), 
(ii) P(Y’) . P (.-Y’) c %r( Y’ . X’). 
Relation (i) is a direct consequence of the inciusion V’(Y j * ‘6’( 2’) c X“( 2” * .Y’), 
that holds for every family of languages Y’ closed under renaming. For the relation 
(iii, let us take L,, II2 E P(Y’) with LI c XT, L2 c_ >I;. Since 3” is ctosed under 
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renaming, SO is P(9) and since %‘~(Z’ l 2”) is closed under non-erasing homo- 
morphism, one can assume that Xl n X2 =o). Then, for &[1,2], &=A(LI) where 
f,: E .Y anii _& is the partitioned commutation corresponding to a partition 7Ti of Xi. 
Let J be th: partitioned commutation corresponding to the partition vl u 7r2 of 
X, u X2. Then, we get 
NOW, set 20 = X and, for i 3 O,Zzi+ I= P( 2Zzi), Zzi+z = %Tf(Yzi+l). Then, %‘,< 3) = 
6, _(, Z’i and properties (i) and (ii) imply, by induction, Yi l 2, c %‘,( .2 9 .Y), Vi 2 0, 
hence, %L(Z) - @,(2’) z ~~(~~ 2’). Since 3’9 3’ c @‘L(Y), Y&(9) = %;(5?) l %‘,c 9) 
is closed under product. Now, let us take L, L’ E %$( 9) with L E X*, L’S X’*, 
X n X’ = 0. C!early, LUJ L’ = g( LL’) E cG’,( oy;‘), where g is the partitioned commuta- 
tion corresponding to the partition {X, X’}. Thus, Ce’,( X) is a faithful rational cone 
closed under shuflle, hence, closed under intersection (see [IS]). Cl 
Let us consider %‘,( Rat), the smallest faithful rational cone closed under partial 
commutation. From Proposition 4.2, %i,( Rat) is closed under intersection 
( Rat l Rat = Rat) and, clearly, Copy E %‘,( Rat). Thus, we get %r,(Copy) c %b(Rat). 
Conversely, by Proposition 4. I, :Gf ,( Copy) is closed under partiaY commutation and 
‘@Rat) = K~,~Copy) =Mut TI-RESET (see [7]). In the same way, one can show that 
‘6,,( Rat! = K,!Copy) = r.e., the family of recursively enumerable languages. 
Propsitiu~; 4.3. The smallest ( respectively jhithful) ratiorml mne closed under partial 
rommulution is equal to the .fnmily of recursitrelv enumerable languages ( respectitlelv 
fhe jbmil~ MuL rr-RFsrrj. I 
The aim of the remaining part of this paper is to specify the family %~( Rat). 
More precisely, we will show that every language in MULTI-RESET is of the form 
I?( L n pr’), where h is a strictly alphabetic homomorphism, f is in P( Rat) and K 
is r;dtio:lal. For that purpose, WC‘ need some intermediate results. 
@:finitiom. A family of languages .Y is said to be closed under disjoint shultle if for 
I nnd in verse Lemma 4.4. Let Y’ be a jtimilv q/‘ langunges closed wider disjoint .sfw.@ 
cr!phabetic f~nmomorpf~ism. Eirn, ‘t;‘(Y) is closed under i,ltersecVion. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffice- to prwe that ‘f:‘(Y) is closed under disjoint shutne (see 
[i.?]). Let* 1.: c_ A-f, L .1 C_ XT be Iangwges in f “( Y’) with .Y, C-Y & = 0. Since Y‘ is 
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closed under inverse alphabetic homomorphism, for i E [ 1,2], Li = hi( Mi n Ri) where 
Mi c Yr, Ri c Y”, Mi E 9, Ri E Rat, Y, n Yz = 9) and hi is an alphabetic homoaorph- 
ism E-limited on Ri. Let us define the homomorphism h on Y = Y, u Y2 by h(y) = 
h,(y) if y E Y, and h(y) = h2(y) if YE Y2. Then, 
since h is alphabetic. Since YI n Yz = 0, 
and we get 
L1wLz”k((~~,wM’n(R,wR2)) with M,wA+2, R,wR,ERat. 
Moreover, it is clear that h is E-limited on R’w Rz, hence, L, UJ L2 E 2’. Cl 
Lemma 4.5. Let k E N, and g : Y * + X* be an (Jphabetic homomorphism. Then, for 
every partitioned commutation ftz _Pk, dejned on X, there exists an f E Pk such that 
g-‘qqog-‘. 
Proof. Let 7r = IX,, . . . , &} be the partition. cprresponding to ,f and, for i E [ 1, k], 
let h, = proj( X, X,) and Yi = {_v E Y 1 g(y) E Xi}. Let-J‘ be the partitioned commutation 
corresponding to the partition 7~‘= {Y, u 2, Y, . . . , Yk} with 2 = {y E Y/g(y) = E}. 
In order to prove g ‘0 .f‘=_f’og ‘, let us define h’, = proj( Y, Y, u 2) and. for i E 112, k], 
hi = proj( Y, Y,). Then, for w E X*, g--‘o_J( w) = g-‘( h,( w)w - xu h,( Mj)) and since 
gisalphabetic,g-‘of(~~=g-‘oh,(w)ul..~uJg~’okk(~~).ForiE[1,k],g~~‘oh,(~~j= 
h[Dg-‘( My)wZ*, hence 
But, 
g-‘o_@J) = (h;~g-‘(W)w2*)U’ l l w(h;.~g-‘(w)wz*). 
z*wz* = Z* and hiog-‘(w) = h+g-‘( w)u!Z* 
and we get 
g ’ o_/‘( M’ ) = I1 ‘I 0 g ’ ( U’) ‘J.’ . l *wh;og-‘(M.) =.f’og--‘(NJ)* q 
An immediate consequence of this result is the following. 
Corollary 4.6. Let k E N + cind Y be a family oflangllaqes clowd u xler inverse alphabetic . . 
homomorphism. Then, Pk( Y) and P( 9) are cr’osed under inverse alph;lbetic 
homomorphism. 
Lemma 4.7. Let 2? be a.familJ) of languages closed under product. Then, P(X) is closed 
under disjoint shu#le. 
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Proof. Let L, E XT, 1. s E XT be two languages in P(3) wit.9 X, n Xz = 0. Then, for 
i E [1,2], L, -A( A$) where Mi E 5!? and-f; is a partitioned commutation corresponding 
to the partition 7~, of Xi. It is easy to verify that L, u1 Lz =.f(M, M2) where .f is the 
partitioned commutation corresponding to the partition ;T = 7~~ u rz of X, u X2, 
hence, L.&L+ P(L.!3. Cl 
Proposition 4.8. Let >f be a .faithjirl ratiowl cone closed under product. Then, 
Xf( IP( Y)) = ‘G:1(2) = %‘,( P (Y)). 
Proof. From Lemmas 4.4,4.7 and Corollary 4.6, %“( P( 3’)) is closed under intersec- 
tion and Zf ,( P(Y)) = %“(P( Y)) c “6’,( 3’). But, it is clear that Copy~ ri,(P@‘)) 
,~ and, from Proposition 4.1, %‘F C P(Y)) is closed under parti; commutation. There- 
fore, ‘&’ I/‘)r ‘LF (P(,y)) and we get @(P(y))= K#‘) = 6: (P(‘y)). Cl 
In particular. we get Mul_.rr-Rr-.sr:r -1 %# Rat j = :t;‘( P( Rat)) and since P ( Rat) is 
closed under inverse alphabetic homomorphism, every language of the family 
Mrx-ll-Rr-,slr is of the form g( L n K) with K E Rat, L E f (Rat) and g is an 
alphabetic morphism F-limited on K. In order to show that one can take R strictly 
alphabetic, we will introduce two special kinds of rational transductions, increasing 
r;ttional transducztion? and subsequential functions. 
Definition. A rational transduction 7: X* -+ Y’” is said to be irlcreasing if VU E A’“, 
vcc T( 241, ILq 2 lul. 
The following characterization of increasing rational transductions is due to Leguy 
I w- 
Proposition 4.9 (,[I 8) j. Let T be a rational trartsduction. Therl T is increasing iJ+‘ there 
exi.%t an alphabet Z, a rational language R c Z*, an a~phabetk ho,wornor?tlis?n h and 
a strir-tly alphabetic homonlorphism g such that r - go (n R )o 11 ‘. 
Definition (see [I]). A subsequential twnsdrrcer S -E (A’, k; Q., q(,, p) consists of an 
input alphabet X, an output alph&et Y, a finite set of states Q, an initial state 
+,c Q, ;t partial function p : Q --, Y* and two partial functions . : Q x X + Q and 
k: Q x X - Y’ having the same domain and called the nest state function and the 
output function respectively. Thzse functions are extended to Q x X:” by setting, 
for II c ,V, SE X: 
Then. thra s b. u sequential furxtion 8 associated to S is defined ~1s follows: VN E X”, 
Ol II i - i q.,* II Ipi q,, * u I and 6 is fGthfu1 if there exists a k E N, such that Vy E Q, 
VU 1 .S ‘. q :* 24 = I. implies iill 5 k. 
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Lemma 4.10. Let k, t E N, and .f be a k-partitioned commutation defined on X. 7%en, 
there exist an n E N+, a faithful subsequential function 0 and a k-partitio.ned commuta- 
Gonf such that f = 8-‘of4 and Wu E X*, 1~12 n implies 1~12: @(u)!. 
Proof. Let 7r = {X,, . . . a X,) be the partition corresponding to f and, for i E [ 1, k], 
hi = proj( X, Xi) and Ki = proj( X, X\Xi). Informally, the subsequential function 8 
will transform a word by creating, as long as possible, factors of length t + 1 belonging 
- to some XT, in such a way that the image by .f is not altered. More precisely, the 
.imagebyOofawordwisaword\w,).. {w,) . . . (w,+,)withq<k,YiE[l,s+q], 
WiEX.7 for some j, YiE[l,s], Iwil=t+l, ViE[S+l,S+q], IWil~ t a& VjE[l,k], 
lij( Iv) = hjf w?, Wz m l l H’,+y ). For that purpose let us define the subsequential transducer 
S = (X, Y, Q, qO, p) in the following way: 
_ Y=U:_., Yi with V&[l, ti], Yi={(u)luEXTy ~C(U~S I+ l), 
- Q={(~~))uE X* and ViE[l, k], Ihi(u)ls t}, 
- 40” w. 
-p is defined on Q by p((u))=tr, . . . uk wkh, ViE[l,k], U,=F if h,(u)=-F, 
lli z (IIi( li 1) otherwise. 
- The next state and the output functions are defined as follows: V(u) E Q, Vi E [ 1: k], 
V’s E Xi, 
ff.4). Y= 
t 
(ux) if l/1,( u)( < t, 
( ?Yi( U)) otherwise, 
E 
(u)*x= 
if IlIi( U)I *C t, 
( h, ( II )s ) otherwise. 
Clearly, 8, the subsequential function associated to S, is faithful. Now, let us consider 
the partition n’ = { Y,, . . . , Yk}, f’ the partitioned commutation corresponding to 7~’ 
and, for i E [ 1, k], let hi = proj( Y, Yi). Then, it is easy to verify that 0-l 0 8 is the 
identity function on each XT and that, Vi E [ 1, k], 1110 8 = 80 hi and hi = 6 _ ’ 0 h :o 0. 
Now, let us w E X*. Then, for every i E [ 1, k], 
hence, 
Conversely, if w’ E 8 ’ o.f’Wd, then O(ru’)~fl~O(w) and, for every i~[l, k], 
Ii:? Q( M”) = II:~ f)( NV), which implies 
Thus, 
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V&[l,q], ]v~]Gz. Thus, l@(w)l=~+q~~+k and p(t+l)~Iwl~~(t+l)+kt. 
Since n=k(t+l)*~Iw]~(t+l)+kt, we get pakt and Iwl~~(~+l)~pt+kt= 
i(p+kb2tlO(w)j. III 
Lemma 4.11. Let 2 be a faithful rational cone an@ L c X * be a language in Pk( 9). 
Then for eatery homomorphism h : 2”’ + X *, there exist L’ E P&f’) and an increasing 
rational transduction T surtS that r( L’) = h-‘(L). 
Proof. From Corollary 4.6, P&Y) is closed under inverse alphabetic homomorph- 
ism. Thus, we can assume that h is non-erasing. Let k, =f( M) with M E 2, f~ Pk, 
t = max((h[y)] ! y E 2) and ti, S, n as in the preceding lemma. Now, let us consider 
L’=_~W(JW~{E}E Pk(Y)n A,= X “X* and the rational transduction q = 
h’ ‘4-‘0((] @(A,)). Clearly, 8-l 0 8(A,) = A, and q is increasing. Indeed, if tr E 
r,(u), there 6:xists a U’ such that u E h-‘(u’) and U’E 0-‘( u n @(A,)), hence, 
U’E e-‘QeIA,, I= A,, and h(v)= u’, e( u’) = u. From Lemma 4.10 and the 
choice of ?, 1-z get zIuI= tle(u’)]s lu’ld tlul and 1~1~ 1~1. We have also r,(L)) = 
h-‘(8 -‘(k 9(A,,‘+- h-‘(O-‘(L’)nA,). 
Now, since E E L’ and h-‘( L\A,) is a finite set, it is easy to find an increasing 
rational transduction TV such that 7*( L’) = h-‘( L\A,& Thus, clearly, one can construct 
an increasing rational transduction r such that T( L’) = q( L’) u T~( L’) = 
h-‘(LnA,)uh-‘(L\A,)=h--l(L). Cl 
Proposition 4.12. Let 2 be faithful rational cone. Then, for every k E N+, V?( Pk(Y)) = 
%.J Pk(2) A R.at) and %‘( P(2’)) = Zs,( P(Z) A Rat). 
Proof. The inclusion %i,( Pk( Rat) A Rat) c %‘( Pk( 2’)) is obvious. For the converse, 
let us take LE %‘( Pk(2’)). Then L = g( h’-‘( L’) n R) with R E Rat, L’E Pk(-c”J and g 
a strictly alphabetic homomorphism [4]. But, from the preceding lema, h-‘( L’) = 
I( L”) with Z”E Pk( 2) and T an increasing rational transduction Thus, L = T( L”) 
with r’= go(n R)OT an increasing rational transduction and, from Proposition 4.9, 
there exist a rational language K, a strictly alphabetic homomorphism g’ and un 
alphabetic homomorphism h’ such that 7’ = g’o((l K)oh’- ’ and L = g’( h’-‘( L”) 
n K ). Since P#) is closed under inverse * alphabetic homomorphism, 
h -‘i L”) E P&Y) and LE 3f.J P&Y) A Rat). Thus, we get 
%“‘( P&f)) .= SK,,( P&Y’) A Rat) 
and 
Let us now prove that one can replace the intersection with a rational set by an 
inver:;e homomorphism. For that, we will prove that, for every k E tV,., fk(Y) A Rat G 
#’ ‘Ip,( Y)). 
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Proposition 4.13. Let 2 be a faithful rational cone. Thus, for every k E N,, O’( PA (2’)) = 
2&&%‘-‘( P&Z’)) and %?‘( P(2)) = St&p%‘-‘( P&Y)). 
Proof. Let LC X”, R C_ X*, L E P&Y?) and R E Rat. Then, L =f( M) with Itf E 2 
and $ is a k-partitioned commutation corresponding to v = {X,, . . . , X,}. Let x = 
{x’ 1 x E X} and define the homomorphisms h and g on X as follows: Qbx EX, g(x) = 2 
and h(x) = x2. Then, Ln R = h-‘(Lwg(R)). It remains to prove that Lwg(R) = 
f(WwgWk PkW). S’ mce 2’ is a faithful rational cone A4 w g( R) E 2 and it is 
easy to verify thatJf( M) w g( R) =f’( M w g( R)), wheref’ is the partitioned commuta- 
tion corresponding to m’ = {x’, u x, X,, . . . , Xk}. Thus, Pk(Z) A Rat E %‘-I( P,(Z)), 
which l implies @(P,Y))= ~VJP$Z’)A Rat)E %‘s,dt’-‘(Pk(3’)) and since, 
obGously, Zs,o %‘-I( Pk(.2’)) c %‘( P,(Z)), we get 
(cf( P&f)) = %s:,o a!_‘( P,(Z)) and %‘( P(2’)) = %~,o~-‘( P(2)). Cl 
Now, we can give very simple characterizations for three classical families of 
languages closed under faithful rational transduction and intersection. These families 
are the family MULTI-RESET= Uf,(Copy) defined in [7], the family BNP= %$.,(Lin) 
[S] where Lin is the ramily of linear languages, and Q = %$,(Alg) 661, the family of 
quasirealtime lxgus g<s. Note that the problem of the inequality of these families 
is still open (se3 [S]!. 
Proposition 4.14 
(i) MULTI-RESEI = %>(Copy) = 9&,( P( Rat) A Rat) = p&o %‘- ‘( P( Rat)), 
(ii) Q = %L(Alg) = xl,,( P(Alg) A Rat) = Zs,o Z-‘( P(Alg)), 
(iii) BNP= %$(Lin) = &( P(Lin) A Rat) = %&#‘-‘( P(Lin)). 
Proof. Since Copy E MULTI-RESETG BNPc Q, these three families are closed under 
partial commutation (see Proposition 4.1). Since Rat and Alg are closed under 
product, by Propositions 4.8, 4.12 and 4.13 ive get equalities (i) and (ii). 
The family Lin is not closed under product [ 151, but it is easy to show that P( Lin) 
is closed under disjoin1 shuffle. From Lemma 4.4 we get RNP= %‘,(Lin) = 
%‘( P( Lin)) and Propositions 4.12 and 4.13 imply equality (iii). q 
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